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											 												 	Cleaning, Sealing &
Maintenance Products
For Tile Or Stone											 	
											

										
											
										
										 
												
												
											
										
											 												 	Welcome to sealerswarehouse.com.au 
we aim to give you the best brands at
competitive prices direct to your door.											 	
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											 												 	Aqua Mix®											 	
											

										
											
										
										 
												
												
											
										
											 												 	Aqua Mix® - Offering the largest selection of 
Natural Stone & Tile Sealers, Cleaners,
Problem Solvers, Grout Colorant and Stone
Restoration products. Aqua Mix® products
have over 30 years of history leading the
global stone and tile industry with innovative
care and maintenance solutions.											 	
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											 												 	Solutions Sealers											 	
											

										
											
										
										 
												
												
											
										
											 												 	SOLUTIONS - continue to develop 
innovative ways to meet our customer needs,
be it performance based or environmental.

We have a variety of sealers to combat
the complexity of natural stone.											 	
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											 												 	Lithofin											 	
											

										
											
										
										 
												
												
											
										
											 												 	A range of special products for cleaning,
protecting and maintaining ceramics, natural
and artificial stone direct designed and
manufactured in Germany.											 	
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										      Aqua Mix Sealers Choice Gold - Rapid Cure

										      
										      

											  										      
											       													 
														  														  $135.95														  														
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										      Aqua Mix Stone Enhancer - 3.8L

										      
										      

											  										      
											       													 
														  														  $363.95														  														
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											  Add to Compare
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										      Aqua Mix Penetrating Sealer

										      
										      

											  										      
											       													 
														  														  $41.95														  														
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											  Add to Compare
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										      Aqua Mix Pro-Solv
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										      Aqua Mix Enrich‘N’Seal
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										      Aqua Mix Concentrated Stone & Tile Cleaner

										      
										      

											  										      
											       													 
														  														  $24.95														  														
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											  Add to Compare
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										      Aqua Mix Ultra-Solv ® - 3.8l
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											  Add to Compare
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										      Aqua Mix Pro Block - 19L
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										      Oates SPRAY 'N' GLIDE MOP 
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										      Aqua Mix 1 & 2 Deep Clean

										      
										      

											  										      
											       													 
														  														  $209.95														  														

													  
											  

										

										 				     
										   	
									      	
									        
										    

										    
											  Add to Wish List
											  Add to Compare
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										      Aqua Mix Aquashield Cleaner & Resealer - 710ml

										      
										      

											  										      
											       													 
														  														  $43.95														  														

													  
											  

										

										 				     
										   	
									      	
									        
										    

										    
											  Add to Wish List
											  Add to Compare
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										      Aqua Mix Stone Deep Clean
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											  Add to Wish List
											  Add to Compare
											

										


									 

	    
									

								

						  
						  							 

																		

			  			
  
		

 
 



	
			Internationally respected brands Aqua Mix, Lithofin & Solutions


			sealerswarehouse.com.au carries a huge range of products from sealer's and coatings to cleaners and problem solving products. Our prices are competitive and give you the ability to shop online, we also back up our products with first class customer service.

				
			Delivery to your front-door anywhere in Australia


			[image: small_image]All sealerswarehouse.com.au products are available to all locations within Australia. We do not currently ship to international locations but if you have an inquiry we may be able to assist.
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										      Rockstar ANTI-SLIP
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										      Rockstar ANTI-SLIP
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										      Rockstar BLUESTONE SEALER

										      
										      

											  										      
											       													 
														  														  $231.00														  														
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											  Add to Compare
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										      Rockstar GREEN STAR SEALER
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										      ROCKSTAR NATURAL FINISH STONE SEALER
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										      Drytreat - Hanafinn Rejuvenata™ for floors
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										      Drytreat STAIN-PROOF Plus™ for countertops
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										      Drytreat - Hanafinn Rejuvenata™ for counters
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										      Drytreat - Hanafinn Oxy-Klenza™
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											  Add to Compare
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										      Drytreat INTENSIFIA
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										      Drytreat STAIN-PROOF Original™ 
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										      STONETECH® Professional Enhancer Pro Sealer 
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A product for your every need

[image: ]sealerswarehouse.com.au has a product for just about any of your needs. With our easy to navigate product listing you will be able to find what your after in no time.







					
								
				
Not sure what product you need?

[image: ]Check out the product guides from the manufacturer or try our PRODUCT SELECTOR above. Each product has MSDS and TECH Data attached, if you require assistance please do not hesitate to email us.







					
								
				
The right product for the right job

[image: ]Remember it is important to get the right product for the right job. Use our PRODUCT SELECTOR, if you are still not sure of what product you need please contact us and we can steer you in the right direction.







					
								
				
Speedy Delivery

[image: ]All orders are dispatched usually within 24 Hrs of receiving you order. We use only the best carriers to ensure that your product in on time and in one piece.
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